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STRANGERS, MUCK & LOVE NOTES
A year ago, a man I barely knew, dressed in a jazz hat and Indian beads, 
looked me dead in the eye and said, “You are afraid.”
 
I blinked.
 
 “You know what I’m talking about, don’t you?” he asked.
 
Over a dinner of Beef Wellington with a bold stranger, I could no longer 
deny the lingering, and underlying uneasiness that had existed as far back 
as I can remember. 
 
The fear felt impenetrable, impossible to move through, impossible to 
face. In the past, I’d just smothered fear with personal growth workshops, 
fancy ‘transformed’ language, publicly approved actions like Straight A’s, 
linen dresses, and a house in the quirky Old Town of Anywhere, USA. 
 
How do I get rid of this fear? I asked over and over again. How do I face 
it?
 
I had no idea, so I turned to my usual starting place: I read books. I 
journaled with long meandering sentences about angers, frustrations, 
sadness, and how I felt like a complete and utter failure.
 
To make matters worse, after I beat myself up with self-deprecating 
statements, I would then beat myself up for beating myself up. If I were 
ENOUGH I wouldn’t even think such craziness. 
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Every sentence I wrote brought me back to an entrenched belief: Not only 
am I not good, but I’m not good enough. And nothing I do will ever change 
that!
 
So I went back to praying, journaling, reading, dialoguing with my 
close and trusted Women’s Circle. I listened to other everyday 
extraordinary woman. They spoke such marvelous words such as 
compassion, empathy, patience, kindness, grace, walking through fire. 
They told me to cup my hands and place them over my heart for a big 
self-hug.
 
In their tenderness and encouragement, I started to find my breath again.
 
On Byron Katie’s advice, I asked my automatic thoughts: “Is it true? Really 
true?” On my chiropractor’s advice, I took a myriad of vitamins and 
homeopathic herbs.
 
Day by day, I began to see all the energy-goodness-value-beauty I’d given 
to this world, all the people who love Me, and all the successes which 
debunk the “not enough” theory. I changed the words I had been speaking 
to myself, and I found prayers of the goodness inside of Me.
 
And as I walked every morning with the dog, I’d chant:
 
           I love me. I love Me.  I love Meeeeeeee.”
 
I wrote myself “I Am Me” love notes to call forth the best in me. I found layer 
after layer of love, another layer of happiness, another layer of bravery, 
another layer of strength to pull myself out of the muck. Bit by bit I peeled 
away the complicated layers of anxiety, until I woke up one day and 
realized, “I am not afraid!”
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I did not accomplish this shift alone. I had the support of those who had 
been down similar roads, those who love me, and those who have my 
back. As a result, I want to remind you…
 
…You are not alone.
 
Together, we have the answers.
 
My journey is not yours, and your journey is not mine. Nevertheless, many 
of our journeys approach similar themes at some points in time. And I hope 
that my journey can support yours. In turn…
 
…Your journey will naturally support others.
 
To assist you on the way, I have chosen eleven (a master number of 
enlightenment, balance, and fulfillment of higher ideals!) of the most vibrant 
and universal messages I wrote as a gift to you. 
 
These are not mantras, poems, or affirmations; they are invocations. As 
defined, an invocation calls forth a higher deity or spirit for protection, 
support, and inspiration. The I-Am-Me invocations, if used intentionally, 
call forth your highest self and support you in the ways you need 
most. 
 
I suggest you retreat to a quiet spot and speak them aloud. Emphasize the 
word “Me” to signal that you are talking to your most extraordinary self. 
 
Personally, I like to stand on a rock overlooking the ocean and feel the 
power rise up. But sometimes, I’m on the go and left with little choice but to 
invocate in the car. The where-when-or-how isn’t nearly as important as 
taking a minute here and there to remember how amazing ‘Me’ is.
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I’ve revised some of the more personal mantras to make them generic for 
you to use in your everyday. Feel free to get creative and use your own 
words, sentiments, or ideals. Or write your own self-love letters and 
invocations with the prompts I offer at the end of workbook.
 
The 11 Invocations herein address feelings of:
-       low confidence
-       hurt and vulnerability
-       looking outside ourselves for the answers
-       wanting to feel special, not feeling good enough
-       not trusting ourself
-       wanting permission and validation
-       should have’s
-       loss
 
And move us to:
-       Growth
-       Possibility
-       Faith
-       Trust
-       Honor
-       Power
 
 
All culminating in the glorious, magical, amazing Love for yourself!
Because frankly, you are awesome as you are.
And you are important!
 
Lots of Love your way!
xoxo
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COURAGE
I am Me.

More powerful than daisies and Argentina.

More graceful than champagne and the Eiffel Tower.

More love than sun, rain and Saturn.

More capable than railways, iPhones, and NATO.

More sturdy than the Statue of Liberty.

So long as I let it be.

So long as I am Me,

All of Me.

They cannot hurt Me,

When I love Me,

When I am Me!
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INNER KNOWING
I am Me.

You are You.

I am Me.

Why do I keep looking to you, to Amazon, to psychics?

To conferences, zinc, and vitamin B?

To gurus and gluten-free?

To jeans, massages, chiropractors?

To chicken soup?

Just to find the answers.

To find what I want to know.

To find my best self.

I wonder if sometimes that looking leads to more confusion,

More dichotomy,

More twists.

After all, I've been here all along.

Here. With my love. My gifts.

My secret potions.

My gorgeous sparkles for eyes.

I am here. 

What if I turn to Me?
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POSSIBILITY
I am Me.

I am the key,

The pathway,

The blank slate.

 

I am oodles of love and generosity.

I am brown eyes, blue, or green.

Heart expanding like ripples in a pond.

I am fire and ice.

Anger and ecstatic joy.

 

I am tumbleweed,

A catamaran,

Cruising along in the face of waves,

Error,

Judgment.

Using the wind,

The adversity,

To fuel my movements.

 

I am a Tigerfish,

An elephant,

A Yeti,

A book with a red leather cover,

And blank pages to happify.

I am Me.
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GROWTH
I am Me!

Strong, bold, unique.

Growing in strength, everyday.

I breath in...1...2...3...4...5...

And breath out...1...2...3...4...5…

And change a flat.

Or bake a new recipe.

Or negotiate a million dollar deal.

 

I am Me!

Willing to ease up on myself.

Willing to look at the situation from different angles.

 

There may be something positive that I missed,

If only I'd look.

And keep searching.

Because there is no place I 'should' be by now.

Nothing I 'should' have done.

 

I am Me!

Exploring the world, my world.

One playground at a time.

Learning what I need to know.

On my unique journey...
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Taking lessons from the characters around me.

Doing what I need to do.

To move through the barricades.

And the delights.

Being who I say I be.

In this moment.

And in this one.

And in this one.

And in this one.

And in this one.

And in this one.

I am Me.

Forever, the glorious Me.
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BUILDING
I Am.

Stronger every day.

Building courage,

Resiliency,

Wit,

Bubbles,

Street smarts,

Authenticity,

Heart.

And my guacamole recipe just gets tastier.

          

It's not bad being slow,

Deliberate, and,

Well-stocked with coconut ice cream.

Don't forget the ceremonial rose baths,

Avocado facials,

And Circle of Women.

I love You.

I love Me.
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SPECIAL
I am Me.

You are You.

Together, we Thrive.

 

I create uniquely,

You create uniquely,

Together, we Grow.

 

I am Me.

You are You.

Together we Thrive.

Me as Me.

You as You.
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HAPPY
When I take away the ifs-and-buts,

The should-haves,

And must-dos,

The if-onlys,

Yes-but,

Have-tos,

I am left with something pure,

Delightful,

Infinite,

Joyful,

Heart Wide Open,

Loving,

Without constraint.

Something so simple it seems…

Almost unbelievable.

I am left with ME.

Forever ME.

What a wonderful world.
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CAN-DO
I am Me.

I can count on Me.

Little things cannot take Me down.

And I am strong,

Building muscle,

Resources,

Capacity,

Intelligence,

Street smarts,

To face the Big.

I can count on Me.

I can.

I can.

And, I do.
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TRUST
 I am Trusting my body.

And my intuition.

I am willing to listen and be open.

To the adventure of it.

Even when it doesn't look like an adventure.

Or when it seems I am missing out.

I am trusting Me.
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GRACE
I am Me.

With all my habits and quirks,

Roads travelled,

Flat tires, and,

Pit-stops.

 

I honor the journey I've been on.

I honor the beauty of my years,

The weathering of my face,

The angles of my fingers and toes,

And the years before me that have made me Me.

 

I honor what it took.

What it still takes.

What I've accomplished.

What I've surrendered.

What I've failed.

I honor it all.

I Honor Me.

All of Me.
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POWER
I am Me.

I take back my power.

I do not need to ask you about Me.

 

I do not need your permission

To decide for Me.

I am Me.

I own the Power of Me.

 

It's My Right.

My Body.

My Mind.

My Soul.

My Journal.

My Heart.

My Boundaries.

 

My Comfort Level.

My Wrongs.

My Inefficiencies.

My Glee.

And I love them.

I Love Me.
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14 DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
Use the following inquiry questions to discover where you’d like extra 

support, love, acknowledgement and ‘shoring up.’ As you begin to write 

your own self-love letters you can build your invocations in loving response 

to your own soulful inquiry. Be kind to yourself as you answer. No one has 

to read your inquiry, so be open and honest with yourself. Say the things 

you think you cannot say. This will give you access to even greater self-

love, I promise. ;-)

 

1. What is tender for you right now?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

     

2. How do you wish others would love on you?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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3. What challenges are you currently facing?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

4. What in your life, if transformed, would change everything?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

     

5. Where do you feel you need permission?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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6. Where do you want forgiveness?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

7. Where are you having a hard time forgiving.

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

     

 8. Where/when/to whom do you often give away your power?
___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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9. Name three examples of when you have overcome adversity?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

10. What are your talents, gifts, strengths, that make you You?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

     

 11. What is love-able about you? 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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12. What can you let go of?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

 

13. What excites and inspires you?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

     

 14. What do you want to be acknowledged for?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
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5 DAYS OF SELF-LOVE WRITING PROMPTS
For the next five mornings, may I recommend taking five minutes and 
write your own I-am-Me love notes, or invocations, to call forth the spirit 

for protection, support, and inspiration?

 

The simple act of love–lettering myself, gave me access to an inner 
success and a peace and comfort I hadn't known before.  When I catch 

myself beaten or giving away my own power and sense of self, I can 

immediately take it back, plant myself firmly, and feel happy and loved no 

matter what anyone else does or doesn’t do.

 

Love notes can cradle you when you are sad, reinforce you when you 

take on the next big step, and acknowledge you for all your grace and 

missteps. But, these loves notes are only yours to write. From you, they 

gain additional potency.

 

You can write your love notes with pen and paper; you can type them, paint 

them or speak them out loud. Write the words that feel true for you in your 

heart. Then speak them, out loud, lingering on the I am Me-eee. As you 

speak the words you write, notice how you feel in your body. Notice your 

energy shifts throughout your day. When energy dips, whip out the I-am-Me 

invocation and say it out loud again. Feel the strength in the simple act of 
kindness that only you can give to you.
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DAY 1
Tell me what you will no longer spend energy on. What you no longer want 

in your life. What you are no longer willing to accept. What you no longer 

care to hold onto. Tell me what you are letting go of. Tell me why you are 

no longer willing to spend your energy in these ways.
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DAY 2
Imagine your 80-year-old self. Feel into her thoughts, dreams and gratitude. 

What advice does she have for you? Tell me all the things she loves about 

you. Write her love from the first person: "I". She is, after all, you.
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DAY 3
Forgive yourself. For all of it: the phone call you didn't make, the love you 

withheld, the arguments, the righteousness, the abandonment, the wounds 

you inflicted on others, the wounds you inflicted on yourself. Name them; 

then write a statement of forgiveness, and let it go. Clarify to the heavens 

and to yourself why you are forgiving yourself. Seal the deal with your kind 

and generous words of love. Remember to infuse your love-letter with "I am 

ME."
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DAY 4
What do you wish someone would give you permission to do? Imagine all 

the reasons they would have to give you said permission. Now, write 

yourself the permission slip. And not just for one thing, but give yourself 

permission for all of it. Gently, remind yourself why it's ok you have this 

permission. Look at all sides of reasoning. Make the case for YOU. What 

better love could you give, but this permissive love?
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DAY 5
Acknowledge yourself. What are you proud of? What strengths and traits 

have helped you overcome challenges and pushed you over the finish line 

in your relationships, your profession, your personal interests? Give 

encouragement to what excites you. Write all you'd say if you were 

unleashed from fear. Reclaim your voice! 
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Lauded a "word colorist" with a distinct lyrical 
style and unflinching strokes, Elizabeth is an 
author and editor of influential stories that 
inspire and engage. Kirkus Reviews called her 
debut novel, The Elegant Out, "...a riveting 
tale of maturing womanhood and an 
insightful peek into the creative process."

A B O U T  
ELIZABETH BARTASIUS
a w a r d - w i n n i n g  a u t h o r

T H E              I S  I N  T H E  W R I T I N G  Story 

"Reminiscent of Anne 
Lamott's works, The Elegant 

Out grapples with the 
glorious, messy intersection 

of real life and true art."
Patricia Minger, Author of Magic Flute
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